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It Pays to Be Optimistic
Exploring the connections between optimism and business
=uccess
by Jennifer Robison

Post a Comment
Optimism, while a nice attribute, isn't necessarily considered a =usiness asset. Optimistic people
are more pleasant to be around than their =essimistic counterparts, and an office full of optimists
is a more agreeable place =o work than one full of sourpusses. Yet somehow, pessimists have all
the street =red. The office cynics are thought to be more realistic, rational, and =trategic.
Optimists may be sweet, but pessimists, though often sour, are deemed =hrewd. Optimistic
managers may create a sunnier workgroup,
but pessimists will =repare it for the worst.
Recent research, however, suggests that
pessimistic managers may not =nly plan for
the worst, but invite it. Margaret Greenberg
and Dana Arakawa, graduates of the
Master of Applied Positive Psychology
program at the =niversity of Pennsylvania,
studied the effects of optimistic managers
and found =hat optimists may do a better
job of helping employees reach goals and
be =ore productive.
Greenberg, who is president of The Greenberg Group -- an executive coaching/consulting
practice in Andover, Connecticut -- and Arakawa, who =s planning to continue her studies
abroad, were especially interested in =ptimism. "I believe optimism is essential to being an
effective leader and =reating a shared vision," says Greenberg. "Without it, there is no hope, no
=eason to stretch, and no belief that an organization can rally to achieve its =ision."

But hope and belief aren't easily quantifiable, and their influence =s tough to measure in dollars.
To determine the impact of positive practices, =ncluding optimism, Greenberg and Arakawa
surveyed more than 100 information =echnology professionals in different individual contributor
and managerial roles =t The Hanover Insurance Group.
The optimism circuit
Greenberg and Arakawa constructed two electronic surveys -- one for =he 86 employees and one
for the 17 managers in the study -- and administered =hem in 2005 and 2006. To measure
optimism, the surveys included the Life =rientation Test Revised (LOT-R), a standard 10-item
scale designed to assess =ndividual differences in generalized optimism versus pessimism. To
determine what influence optimism has on engagement, the researchers used Gallup's =2-item
survey of employee engagement, the Q12.
When Greenberg and Arakawa looked at retrospective performance =esults from 2005, they
found that manager optimism didn't have a direct correlation =ith employee engagement -- but it
did appear to have an indirect =elationship to it: Though a manager's optimism didn't directly
influence the engagement =evel of his or her employees, that manager's sense of optimism
correlated =ignificantly with his or her own level of engagement. In other words, the =ore
optimistic the manager, the more engaged he or she is on the job.
But does a manager's sense of optimism drive his or her =ngagement? Greenberg and Arakawa
aren't sure. "While causation can't be =etermined," says Greenberg, "further studies may validate
that a manager's optimism level =influences his or her engagement, which in turn affects the
performance =f the team."
Both the 2005 and 2006 performance results, however, did show that =he manager's engagement
level had a significant correlation with project performance. They also found a significant
correlation between employee engagement and project performance. In 2005, employees with
=ottom-quartile engagement levels had project performance scores on average of 8.14 on a =20point scale, while employees with engagement scores that were in the =op quartile had
performance scores that averaged 11.08. In 2006, workers =ith engagement scores in the bottom
quartile earned, on average, performance =cores of 11.15; workers with scores in the top quartile,
in sharp contrast, =ad performance scores that averaged 17.00.
This suggests that there may be a circuitous path from manager =ptimism to employee
engagement to productivity: Optimistic managers are more likely =o be engaged managers who
are more likely to engage employees; engaged =mployees, in turn, are more optimistic and
productive than disengaged employees, and =heir increased productivity increases profitability.
What's more, says =reenberg, "Researchers have found that optimistic people are more
successful, =ealthier, and happier" -- attributes that can also contribute to organizational
productivity and profitability.
Acquiring optimism
Greenberg and Arakawa didn't discover the importance of optimism in a =blinding epiphany;
researchers have been studying the effects of =ptimism for years, exploring the role optimism
plays in leadership and in leaders' =bility to cope with pressure and problems. (See "The
Business Case for =nstilling Hope" and "Hope, Optimism, and Other Business Assets" in the
"See Also" area =n this page.)

And the good news for leaders is that optimism isn't necessarily =nnate. Unlike many personality
traits and talents, optimism is one of the few =motions that people can acquire. "While some
leaders are naturally inclined to =e optimistic," says Greenberg, "others can learn to be more
optimistic by understanding their leadership style and changing their behavior."
Specifically, Greenberg suggests changing behavior through disputing, =reframing, and activeconstructive responding.


Disputing involves refuting pessimistic notions -- =hether they are your own or those of
others -- with realistic counter-arguments. =ven a pessimist can learn to pause, think, and
marshal reasonable denials to =ther pessimists, including himself.



Reframing involves finding the original, beneficial =ntent behind an action, then using it
to change a behavior. The manager of a team =acing layoffs, for example, can position
the event as doomsday, or she can =oint out that the company has to cut costs or go out
of business. The first =rame invites employees to panic; the second can help them
respond calmly =nd rationally to a bad situation.



Active-constructive responding is a way of listening to =thers' good news that encourages
them to savor the positive emotion. It's as =imple as the difference between responding,
"That's nice" when a coworker =ells you about his latest success, or saying, "Wow, that's
great! Tell me more =bout how you accomplished that." It's also an infectious behavior -the active-constructive responder gleans a little of the emotional high, =nd the person
with the good news develops an even higher opinion of the responder.

Chin up!
As Greenberg and Arakawa's study shows, managers have a tremendous =mount of influence on
employee performance, engagement, and optimism -- maybe =ore than they know. It would
certainly be in managers' best interest to know the psychological effect they have on the troops.
So considering the impact of optimism in the workplace, perhaps it =ould be wise to reconsider
the value of gloom. Optimism, it would appear, =ays.

Jennifer Robison is a writer based in Lincoln, Nebraska.
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HumanSigma: Optimizing for Exponential Growth

What happens when your company interacts with your customers?
Despite the viral growth of networks and communications =apabilities, most companies are stuck in
information gridlock and don't know it =- because employee and customer data is housed and
managed in =information silos." Combining this data can unleash new and powerful insights =nto
your organization.
Join John Fleming, Ph.D., Gallup Principal and coauthor of =EM>Human Sigma: Managing the
Employee-Customer Encounter, as he shows =ow to link employee and customer data to optimize
organizational =erformance and create exponential growth.
To learn more about the event or to register, visit HumanSigma: = Optimizing for Exponential
Growth on the Gallup Consulting =ite, e-mail gmjwebinar@gallup.com, or contact Alana Farrell at
800-874-6912.
For a complete schedule of learning opportunities, visit the Learning =vents page on the Gallup
Consulting Web site.
Human Sigma: Managing the Employee-Customer =ncounter
Human Sigma reveals that there are right and wrong ways =o assess and manage the health of a
company’s employee and =ustomer relationships.
The rigorous new approach described here offers a new =erspective on organizational performance
that hinges on five core principles =hat all great companies must embrace.
Order Now
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